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Dear subscribers of the DRS mailing list
I have an update about DRS list and access to the list archives at www.jiscmail.ac.uk/DRS.
In recent weeks the JiscMail support team have received emails from subscribers of the DRS list
about the planned deletion of the DRS list archives in November. I understand from these
subscribers that these archives, dating back to 1998, available at www.jiscmail.ac.uk/DRS contain
a wealth of valuable discussion and debate on design research in the UK, and are of value to the
design community.
I am pleased to confirm that the list owner of the PHD-DESIGN mailing list has kindly agreed to take
responsibility for the archives of the DRS list.
No changes will be made to the current configuration of the DRS mailing list; the list is still closed
(messages cannot be posted to it and new subscriptions cannot be added). But for now, the
archives will remain available on the service website at www.jiscmail.ac.uk/DRS until the list owner
of PHD-DESIGN ends their agreement with JiscMail.
If you want to continue discussing design - the PHD-DESIGN list is a very popular and active mailing
list.
It has been part of JiscMail since 1998 and continues to generate active discussion about "PhD
studies in design and related research, teaching and supervision". Like the DRS list, the PHDDESIGN list has web public archives, www.jiscmail.ac.uk/PHD-DESIGN
New subscribers welcome: if anyone from this mailing list wishes to participate/follow the active
discussions on the PHD-DESIGN mailing list, feel free to subscribe yourselves: https://
www.jiscmail.ac.uk/cgi-bin/wa-jisc.exe?SUBED1=PHD-DESIGN&A=1
If you no longer wish to be subscribed to the DRS mailing list, you can remove your subscription
here:
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https://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/cgi-bin/wa-jisc.exe?SUBED1=DRS&A=1
For any questions about using JiscMail, please contact our help and support team, help@jisc.ac.uk
Thanks for reading.
Lisa
Lisa Vincent
www.jiscmail.ac.uk
T 0300 300 2212
E help@jisc.ac.uk
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